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An interview with author, editor, academic and philosopher H. L. Hix discussing such topics as philosophy and poetry, interdisciplinary engagement, pedagogy, writing processes and rules, humane teaching, neoliberalism, human capital, mediation, collage, remix, appropriation, curating, dialogue, and writing practice.





Rupert Loydell: Harvey, in the last few years you have curated several online and book projects, some of which I’ve been fortunate to have my work included in. I’m interested in the range of ideas these projects include. Off the top of my head they cover the visual arts, including ekphrasis, interviews with artists and creative response, ideas of place and how we relate to them, and as I write this you are starting a project linking to the biological sciences. How do you see these linking back to philosophy and poetry, which are ostensibly your core subjects:

Harvey Hix: It’s one attraction for me of both philosophy and poetry, that in neither case are limits established for the discipline by subject matter. Geology is about rocks, but not about birds; electrical engineering is about electric circuits but not about veterinary medicine; botany is about plants but not about the French Revolution. But there’s nothing that by definition philosophy is not about, and nothing that by definition poetry is not about.

That is not at all to say that anything and everything is philosophy, or that anything and everything is poetry; it’s not to say that philosophy and poetry are identical or equivalent; and it’s not to claim some pretentious ‘king of the sciences’ status for either. But I do think it possible to participate in either one (and obviously I think it possible to participate in both) as an ‘infinite game,’ a term I’m borrowing from James P. Carse, who identifies as ‘the most critical distinction between finite and infinite play’ that ‘The rules of an infinite game must change in the course of play’ (Carse 1986: 9). 

Clearly many people are deeply invested in making sure that we all of us stick exclusively to finite games, in which the rules are fixed, given, and known. That investment can create caricatures (which we in the U.S. seem especially good at producing!): belligerent forms of insistence on some set of fixed, given, known rules. I means such caricatures as the Alabama state judge who had the Biblical Ten Commandments displayed in the courtroom. It seems to me clear, though, that ‘the rules’ in human life are not fixed, given, and known, but instead remain ever at stake, and that both philosophy and poetry can be (though they are not always) ‘played’ in such a way that they ask after ‘the rules’ in a restless double sense, seeking simultaneously to realize them and to refine them. (E.g., I want to be continually at work fulfilling the principles of justice I hold, and at work trying to make my principles themselves ever more just.)

To enforce any set of rules as if they were fixed, given, and known appears to me a falsifying and self-deceptive gesture (as when the Alabama judge thinks he has overwhelmed the law’s evolving, constructed, negotiated character by trumping it with the Ten Commandments). By contrast, dialogue across discourses (conversing in two different ‘languages’, such as those of science and art, or ‘translating’ from one discourse into another, as from art into literature) seems to me a way of energizing and truing one’s attempt to realize and refine ‘the rules’, a way of rejuvenating oneself as a player in the infinite game. That’s why I’ve been curating projects that cover something of a range. I know it risks dilettantism, but I hope it pushes back against such risks as positivism, fundamentalism, and so on.

Since I know you maintain an active practice of poetry and of visual art, I would guess that your understanding relates to this view in some harmonizing way. Or would you say you’re ‘coming from somewhere else’ on this?

RL: I tend to find my two creative practices are separate ways of dealing with similar information; they are far less related these days than they used to be, although, for instance, my next solo book, Dear Mary, has painting – specifically Fra Angelico’s and others’ annunications – as one of its subjects, and some of my current paintings in progress have small amounts of text in. I am also interested in visual text, but do not feel part of that experimental tradition or totally at home there. I am certainly widely intriqued by and concerned with far too many things!

On that topic, would you expect a similar breadth of interest, concern and knowledge in your students? Is that something you aspire to giving them? In Lines of Inquiry, ‘Four Changes’, the result of a MFA forum, you tell your students that ‘[y]ou’re not here to study writing, and I’m not here to teach it’, stating that ‘your studying and my teaching ought to be means to other ends, but not ends in themselves’ (Hix 2011: 14-27; 14). One of those ends you suggest might be ‘personal transformation’, which you say correlates to public and political transformation and engagement (Hix 2011: 15). There’s quite a distance from coercing creative and critical writing out of students to those kind of ideas. What’s your student response been? Have they risen to your challenge?

HH: This question is difficult for me at the moment. I’m strongly inclined now to second-guess the way I saw things then. I now believe that my way of formulating the challenge in that essay only exacerbates, and does not at all solve, the problem. I worry that the problem may lie elsewhere than where I located it then, and be much larger than I recognized. Now I understand the possibility of either personal or public transformation to be much more remote than I envisioned them then.  

The challenge I issued then was framed, I now believe, in a way that complied with, rather than resisting, the ‘responsibilization’ that is one of the primary mechanisms of neoliberalism’s vast, and ever-increasing, structural violence. Which brings with it a worry that my teaching has been corrupted and corrupting in ways and to a degree that for most of my career I have had no recognition of, and that I don’t know now how to redress.

A different way to put this, formulated less in terms of me individually, is that I doubt the very possibility of humane teaching, teaching that might enlarge students’ visions of, and possibilities for, justice and virtue and wisdom and well-being. The forces to be resisted are too pervasive, and our students (and we ourselves) are too deeply embedded in them.

In this concern I am influenced by such investigators as Wendy Brown, whose Undoing the Demos includes an incisive critique of neoliberalism’s influence on education, especially public higher education in the liberal arts. Brown tracks neoliberalism at work, not only privatizing everything that had once been public, but, even beyond that, formulating ‘everything, everywhere, in terms of capital investment and appreciation, including and especially humans themselves’. She notes several effects of that formulation that bear destructively on higher education: the increasing difficulty of speaking of or securing any kind of public good (such as education); the substitution of economic meanings for formerly political meanings of such terms as ‘equality’ and ‘freedom’, and consequent erosion of the very concept of democracy into something stocked by ‘technically skilled human capital, not [by] educated participants in public life and common rule’; the construction of human subjects as ‘self-investing human capital’ rather than as citizens; and valuation of knowledge, thought, and training exclusively by ‘their contribution to capital enhancement’ (Brown 2015: 176-77).

I can’t see either the possibility of ‘pulling out’ of the system by force of will, or of achieving the sort of ‘class consciousness’ that might condition revolution (or any meaningful revision of the system). What does seem clear to me is that attending to ‘personal transformation’ as if it could be a private function pursued freely under any conditions only extends, rather than resisting or destabilizing, the flagrant travesties of distributive justice that ‘we’ seem unable even to see.

I don’t mean to sound histrionic. It’s just that I now understand the relevant, primary context of my teaching not to be the one-on-one interaction between two autonomous and fully-empowered subjects known as teacher and student, but instead to be the global superstructure that has ushered us into the anthropocene. When I thought the one-to-one interaction was vital and self-determining, I also thought transformation was possible, and obligatory. You must revise your life. I no longer think that, and I haven’t figured out yet how to reconstruct my teaching, to make it meaningful in what I now take as the relevant context.

RL: When I first read your essay ‘New Formalism at the Crossroads’ in As Easy as Lying I thought you were not only fence-sitting but perhaps that I’d misread other work of yours (Hix 2002: 36-49). Could you comment on the difference between structure and form, which you use, and what I and many others see as the dead-end restraints and rules of New Formalism, which appear to be trying to put poetry back into a box it has long escaped from.

HH: There might be various ways to speak about why New Formalism ended not with a bang but a whimper, and I would write about New Formalism differently today than I did then. As a ‘movement,’ it seemed to recognize a general principle with which I still concur, namely that constraint can be generative, but then to go astray in its interpretation and application of the principle. For instance, from my point of view its set of privileged constraints was much too narrow: end rhyme and regular meter are perfectly interesting and useful constraints, and historically they have resulted in plenty of marvelous poems, but I’ve never seen any compelling reason to think they are the only, or the best, generative constraints. Similarly, it’s a mistake, I would contend, to take the constraints as the end and the generation as the means, rather than vice versa. Or to assume that it is the fulfillment of (rather than, say, resistance to) constraints that is generative. And so on.

I do not denigrate the use of received form(s) per se. I’ve written far too many sonnet sequences to go around issuing dismissals of received forms! What I want to resist is any version of positivism / essentialism / fundamentalism, any poetics that would make one narrow vision of form exhaustive and definitive, the basis for including some things within, and excluding some things from, poetry. My sense is that poetry is bigger than anyone’s conception of it, including my own, and that the least any of us can do is avoid the most obvious forms of reduction. Simone Weil says, ‘We know by means of our intelligence that what the intelligence does not comprehend is more real than what it does comprehend’ (Weil 1997: 182), and I want to adapt her insight to poetry, into something like, ‘We know by how much we have grasped of what poetry can do that poetry can do more than what we have grasped of its doing.’

The whole contemporary conversation about poetry would be much richer and more interesting if more ‘avant-garde’ poets (a title the claiming of which is at least as presumptious as claiming exclusive ownership of form) recognized that some very powerful poetry has been written in received forms, and if more ‘formalists’ would recognize that many ‘experimental’, ‘innovative’, ‘avant-garde’ poets (e.g. John Cage, the Oulipo writers) have followed formal constraints at least as restrictive, and at least as fecund, as those embraced by ‘formalists’.

There’s a passage in Rosalind Krauss’s Bachelors in which she says, ‘… “form” does not just mean physical shape. Rather it refers to the imposition of distinctions on the indistinctness of chaos – distinctions like inside/outside, figure/ground, male/female, living/dead’ (Krauss 1999: 73). I’m interested in any way of imposing distinctions on chaos (or of finding distinctions in apparent chaos), but I’m skeptical of anyone’s claim that her/his way is the best way or the only way to impose or identify those distinctions. It’s a mistake to move from the fact that poetry is really good at the thing I most value its doing to the insistence that it must not be right for poetry to do what you value its doing; yet I see people making that mistake over and over again. Apparently it’s an easy mistake to make, but I do try to minimize the frequency with which I make it myself.

RL: Another word you’ve used besides process and curating is mediating – particularly in relation to your book God Bless, where you juxtaposed George W. Bush and Osama Bin Laden in poems assembled from their speeches (Hix 2007). Mediation has associations with a sense of buffering, of stepping in between, of negotiation… Did you see your work in that way? As political intervention? There’s obviously a satirical element there, but a deeper political commentary and engagement too.

HH: Activism and mediation are two important forms of political engagement available to art. To me, though, the most powerful form of political engagement for art is to call into visibility what Lauren Berlant calls the ‘metastructure of consent’ that is realized by whatever power structure holds at a given time and place (Berlant 2011: 185), so – whether or not I’m actually achieving my aim – I take my work as an attempt at such calling into visibility.

This makes me especially interested in forms of engagement that do not bring about ‘practical’ or ‘immediate’ or ‘tangible’ results: engagements that operate by analogy with the formulation of a dissenting opinion in law, or of simply ‘going on record’.

RL: You’ve also used the words composition and synthesis, when discussing and introducing some of the work in Ley Lines (Hix 2014: 135), stating that they both come from roots meaning ‘put together’. Curating suggests giving a number of works a framework, whether conceptual or physical (exhibition catalogue essay, gallery space or printed anthology), but some of your curating has been quite radical, in that you juxtapose interviews and art works and creative responses from very different projects and sources, inventing (if you will) a dialogue. Would that be a fair comment?

HH: Absolutely. I take it that there is value not only in the prototypical sense of dialogue (in which two people present to one another in time and space engage in back-and-forth verbal exchange) but also in other senses of the term, such as invented / constructed / imagined / ‘imposed’ dialogue, in which, as you describe, a curator juxtaposes words into a different kind of exchange than the prototypical dialogue.

It’s his insistence on the prototypical dialogue that leads Socrates in the Phaedrus to misjudge the possibilities of writing: ‘When it has once been written down, every discourse roams about everywhere, reaching indiscriminately those with understanding no less than those who have no business with it, and doesn’t know to whom it should speak and to whom it should not’ (Plato 1997: 552). I’d like to listen for, and participate in, dialogue that happens in the ‘normal’ way, and in dialogue that happens in various other ways.

RL: You’ve also taken curating a step further in that you have used your curated books as source material to make new poetry from, sampling or collaging others’ writing into new H. L. Hix poems. I also use collage in my own work, but not in such a formalized way as you sometimes do. Ideas of remix and appropriation are very much in the critical arena at the moment. I’m assuming you are conversant with David Shields, Mark Amerika and Kenneth Goldmsith who have discussed unoriginality, re-presentation, remixology and sampling? (Shields 2010; Amerika 2011; Goldsmith 2011)?

Collage is of course a well-established historical modernist process, but I like reminding myself that, as Daphne Kieller writes in Sound Unbound (Paul D. Miller, 2008):






[…] it may be a culturally productive act simply to discover and draw attention to a fragment of text, image or sound. Part of the mosaic- or collage-creator’s art lies in the very process of rescuing the fragment from obscurity and showing it to people.
(Kieller 2008: 143)

Are these ways you think about collage and how you use it?

HH: I am interested in ‘selection, arrangement, and juxtaposition’ as dynamic and revelatory poetic/artistic practices, though for me they typically occur in conjunction with other practices. God Bless was unusual for me, in that the source – George W. Bush’s public statements during his first term of office – was so outrageous that selection, arrangement, and juxtaposition by themselves were plenty.

In addition to selecting, arranging, and juxtaposing, I have also tried to manipulate, distort, isolate, recontextualize, and so on. One thing I take all these approaches as sharing in common is an attempt to reverse the typical assumption that poetry is essentially or primarily a form of speaking, and to undertake poetry as a form of listening.

RL: And what about ideas of remixing and sampling, which seem 21st century terms for 20th century collage. I’m not a user of social media at all, so part of this quote passes me by, but Mark Amerika suggests that

Once you teach yourself to formally compose an on-the-fly remix that samples from the data of your experience and the experience of all your creative co-conspirators, opportunities start opening up that enable you to invent new social media art practices that nurture your creative trajectory […].
(Baker 2012)

I like the idea that remixing (or collage) somehow includes data of experience from the sources as well as yours as remixer/collager. I am always telling my students that they will be evident in their own creative writing whatever the process they use. Are you interested in ideas of accumulating experiences and voices when you compose by curation, juxtaposition and collage?

HH: My poetry has always been provoked by language that preexisted it. There’s a popular conception of how poetry happens, an ‘emotion recollected in tranquility’ conception, according to which first the poet has some pre- or non-verbal emotional experience, then after the experience she or he reflects upon it, and finally he/she translates the experience into especially pretty language through which it becomes available to others. The poem makes a previously inarticulate experience articulate, realizing the experience’s inherent but otherwise hermetic epiphanic potential. Maybe that’s how poems happen for others, but it’s not how things go for me. For me, there’s no pre- or non-verbal part. Certainly my poems connect to my life experience, at all levels (my personal life, my life as a citizen, and so on), but the connection happens in and as language.

I rationalize my writing practice by appeal to various principles/theories that affirm collage, not only the contemporary Perloff/Goldsmith/Amerika positions you highlight, but also some old-fashioned ones that influenced me early in my career, such as Roland Barthes’s descriptions of writing as ‘a tissue of signs’ in which ‘everything is to be disentangled, nothing deciphered’ (Barthes 1977: 147). But the rationalizing mostly happens after the fact. In terms of how I came to have so collage-driven a poetic practice, it’s probably more to the point that I grew up in an actively religious family, hearing Baptist preachers deliver innumerable sermons. (Twice a week! We went to Sunday morning and Sunday evening services.) In a sense, these sermons were my introduction to poetry: they were highly structured verbal performances, in which the language was both means and end, the looked-with and the looked-at. And – the point here – they were always language driven by language. The sermons started at some Biblical passage, and developed from it their own linguistic direction and energy and fizz.

RL: Are there ‘occasional poems’ by H. L. Hix? Do you write to fill up conceptual books, or make conceptual books from the poems you have written? I’m here to learn to dream in your language would suggest the former, it’s very structured and organized, both by section but also in overall form (Hix 2015)

HH: You’re right that for me ‘occasional poems’ are very rare. This has to do perhaps with many things, such as my tendency to read mostly books of poetry (as compared, say, to individual poems in journals or on line), and consequently to think of the book rather than the poem as the whole most cogent to me. But it also has to do with my response to the previous question: that I do not think of myself primarily as explaining individual experiences after the fact, but as posing myself questions. So I wouldn’t say exactly that I write to fill up conceptual books, but I would say that I write to answer a ‘what if?’ question. So the sequences in I’m Here to Learn to Dream In Your Language can all be described in that way. In ‘Dream Lexicon’, what if I chose one interesting word from each chapter of Moby Dick, and invented a new ‘definition’ for it? In ‘Dream Longing’, what if I listen to poems I am reading in translation not to see what they see, but to see as they see? And so on.

RL: Perhaps you could end by telling us about your current projects, plans and ideas, and comment on any issues you feel I haven’t raised?

HH: The consistent failure of my applications for research support suggests that I am terrible at describing my current projects, plans and ideas! But I do have a lot of things going that I’m excited about.  

My next poetry book, American Anger, operates as a kind of poetic reductio ad absurdum of the jingoism that has become so normalized, so integrated into public life and political activity that it is seldom recognized as such. I call the book an ‘evidentiary’ in part because behind the ‘main’ poems runs a background text (presented obscurely, in gray-scale and boustrophedon) derived from various documentary sources about representative historical manifestations of what the book calls ‘American Anger’, such as the Sand Creek Massacre, the internment camps in which the U.S. confined many of its own citizens during WWII, and so on.

The next collection after that, to be called Rain Inscription, consists of three sequences, each in its own way dialogical. The first, ‘Frequently Asked Questions’, replies in sonnets to questions posed in the work of philosophers and other writers, taking liberties with the frames that influence what the questions are asking. The second, ‘Logoi Sophon’, gives verse translations/rebuildings of the sayings attributed to Herakleitos and Jesus. The third, ‘And the Voice of Materials’, extends into poetry some arranged and structured conversations I have had in recent years with artist friends.

And I’ve just started trying to find a publisher for a project to which you’ve generously contributed, called ‘Progressive Poetics’ as it exists on my blog, and to be called Counterclaims: Talking Poetry, Talking Back when it gets realized in book form. It consists of brief responses from poets and scholars to the question ‘What must or might be said now about poetry?’, as an attempt to think clearly and deeply and collectively about poetry’s (possible or actual) place and purpose, in place of some of the easy truisms that are most frequently trotted out. I’m excited by the range and the ‘charge’ of the ‘counterclaims’ contributors have offered.
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